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With close to 800 million users regularly connecting via mobile, Facebook 
offers a huge and tempting audience to app marketers. And beyond sheer size,  
Facebook offers a custom-tailored ad unit for promoting apps, one that: 

     • appears in users’ mobile newsfeeds,
     • links directly to the App Store, and 
     • provides a wealth of flexible audience selection features. 

It’s a tremendous opportunity for mobile app marketers to cost-effectively  
build their loyal user base.

With this opportunity comes a challenge, though, as app marketers need to  
figure out how best to take advantage of this powerful advertising tool. 
Even savvy marketers will have to relearn the nuances involved  
with audience selection, developing creative assets,  
and setting bid levels for this unique ad unit. 

Here are 5 tips to maximize your results using  
Facebook’s mobile app install ads.

5 Essential Tips for  
App Marketing on Facebook
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Leverage Facebook’s versatile audience  
refinement features

One of the most valuable features of Facebook mobile app install ads is the nearly endless combinations  
of characteristics you can use to refine who sees your ads. Facebook leverages the information in users’  
profiles to give marketers the ability to show their ads to a precisely sculpted audience. Options include  
demographics, interests, and more – see below – and they can be combined in any variety. 

You can also reach out to specific groups of customers based on email, phone, or Facebook IDs – more on 
that in tip #3. But more interestingly, if you provide a list of customers with excellent lifetime values,  
Facebook can try to find more users like them. Facebook analyzes what they have in common, then shows 
your ads to similar users. This “lookalike” option can be an extremely effective way to capture highly  
profitable users. 

Demographics:

Interest options: 

region, age, gender, relationship status, education, new job, new home, expecting, just moved... 

sports, music, brands, interests, technology, existing Facebook fans... 

Tip #1
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Develop creative assets  
specific for Facebook

Facebook is a unique traffic source, and your creative assets should be  
treated as such to reflect what works best on this platform. Here are some 
tips for designing creatives for Facebook. 

     •  Use the 600 x 360 banner size. Our results have shown that this ad unit 
delivers twice the click through rate of the smaller default size. 

     •  Make sure your images contain less than twenty percent text –  
Facebook guidelines require you pass this test. (See image right.)

     •  In your text description, make sure you use the best possible keywords 
for your app. These tend to be the broadest keywords possible while still 
staying relevant.

     •  Test often: different images and keywords might work better with different  
audiences. Optimizing based on these results will increase your return 
on investment and allow you to attract more loyal app users. Fiksu clients 
have reduced costs as much as 50% from basic testing and optimizing  
of creatives. 

It’s important to refresh your creatives every couple of weeks:  CPI can  
as much as double after 20 days of running the same creatives to the  
same audiences.

Tip #2

No

Passing the 20% text  
requirement: examples

No

Yes
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Reconnect and extend relationships  
with existing customers 

App marketing on Facebook shouldn’t only be about acquiring new customers:  
thanks to the “custom audience” feature, you can use it to migrate existing  
customers to your mobile app. 

For example, many companies with significant audiences in the desktop  
space want to move those customers to their mobile app – before a newer  
app moves into their market and starts siphoning off their base. 

Focusing your ads on those who like your 
page, or on a list you provide, can be a  
cost-effective way to spur that migration.  
Fiksu’s initial results from running these  
types of campaigns have shown that going  
after existing fans and customers can  
result in CPIs more than 50% lower than  
average for a given app.

Tip #3
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Because click-through and conversion rates on  
Facebook are so high, if you choose CPC or CPM bid-
ding, you can expect those bids to be noticeably higher 
than typical display networks, although the long-term 
ROI makes it worthwhile. 

However, we recommend bidding using Optimized 
CPM, which can be more cost effective if done  
correctly. Optimized CPM allows you to set a goal, 
in this case a set cost per app install, and have the 
Facebook platform automatically display your ads to 
groups it believes have the best chance of beating 
your goal.

Optimized CPM bidding requires integration of the  
Facebook SDK or a Facebook partner like Fiksu that  
can manage the process. To be effective, it also  
requires that you take into account audience size  
and view through conversions.

Audience size 
To successfully optimize your ads in this manner,  
Facebook needs a large enough audience to subdivide. 
Facebook recommends a  minimum audience size of 
500K, but if you’re running a high budget campaign for 
more than a week we suggest at least 1.5M.

View-through conversions 
When setting a target CPA, remember that Facebook’s 
actions include “view-through conversions.” Facebook 
counts any user who sees your ad and then installs 
your app within 24 hours as a conversion – even if they 
didn’t click on the ad, but just converted later on their 
own. Since most networks only count click-through 
conversions, you’ll need to remove 10%-35% of  
Facebook’s claimed installs to generate  
directly-comparable CPIs. The more popular your  
app, the higher that percentage will be.

Bid strategically using optimized CPMTip #4 
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Facebook can be an extremely powerful and effective traffic source for your  
mobile app. In fact, some Fiksu clients have found that it can be one of their most 
cost-effective networks at significant volumes. It’s an extremely competitive network 
with huge numbers of potential users to tap into, so we definitely recommend  
you try it. 

However, Facebook should not be the only traffic source you use. It’s important to  
remember that every app has its own personality and target audience. For some,  
Facebook might be the most effective way to reach loyal app users, but for others,  
it might not drive the best ROI when compared with existing channels. 

That’s precisely why we strongly recommend testing multiple traffic sources  
and optimizing on those results as part of a robust app marketing strategy.  
A varied approach allows marketers to insulate themselves from the high  
costs associated with network saturation, as well as reach the largest  
potential audience at the best cost per user. 

Tip #5 Don’t rely on Facebook alone: develop an 
approach that reaches the entire ecosystem
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Working with technology such as the Fiksu Mobile 
App Marketing Platform lets marketers work with  
as many traffic sources and optimize your overall 
campaign across all of them. Fiksu is also the only 
platform that lets marketers track results and  
report on all campaigns across the ecosystem.  

Fiksu offers the first mobile advertising platform  
to combine centralized media purchasing and  
world-class optimization with the expansive  
Facebook audience. These unique capabilities make 
it possible for app marketers working with Fiksu to 
seamlessly market, track and optimize across not 
only their Facebook and social media campaigns  
but multiple other traffic sources as well.

Fiksu also makes it possible to fully take advantage  
of Facebook’s versatile campaign customization  
capabilities by offering the ability to set-up, track,  
and optimize countless combinations of  

demographics, interests, and more characteristics. 
While it would be challenging for a single app  
marketer or app marketing department to maintain 
every possible segment that would work for their app, 
Fiksu’s platform makes it achievable. 

Contact Fiksu today to learn more about app market-
ing on Facebook, as well as how Fiksu can help you:

     •  Manage your media buys on Facebook and all  
other sources

     • Provide transparent real time reporting

     • Drive performance improvements of up to 300%

How Fiksu can help you achieve the  
best app marketing results



Fiksu is used by 32 of the 50 highest-grossing app  
publishers to achieve exceptional app marketing results:

• 60 percent reduction in media costs

•  300 percent increase in loyal user acquisition

•  Downloads generated to date - Over 1 Billion

• Loyal users to date - Over 500 Million
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